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Overall 
Evaluation

Strength

1. The app is very comprehensive 
and powerful. It is designed for 
renter, buyer, seller, and people 
who want to rent out their places. It 
covers nearly all features a user 
might need from the moment of 
finding places, to signing, and 
moving. 
2. You can find a place through 
location or commute
3. it gives users very detailed 
information about the specific 
housing

1. Users set the preferences in advance, and 
the system will generate different lists of 
available housing based on different 
categories. This is a perfect response to let 
users easily see other options.
2. The interaction model is new and fit 
younger adults' preferences. Users can click 
"love it", "maybe", or "Nope" on each 
recommendation

1. The platform is 
designed for renter, and 
people who want to rent 
out their places. There is 
no middle broker/agent 
involved, user generated 
content. c2c
2. users can post posts to 
find roomates 

1. #1 website for renters 
(shows on its website) that 
has over a million 
apartments, houses... to 
choose   2. Filter is helpful 
for people to find a 
suitable housing more 
efficiently

1. Have some very 
interesting filter like 
View, Waterfront, has 
basement and so on   

1. have little icon on the 
map to indicate house 
type and using color to 
differenciate viewed/not 
viewed    2. wide range of 
filters     3. Has street 
view    4. have 
comparison between 
apartments

1. front page provide 
recommendations based on 
personas.   2. provide 
moving option   3. list out 
highlight with cute 
illustrations  

1. can set price range from 
min to max. 2. high quality 
photos and floor plans. 3. 
shows price history. 4. Data 
dashoboard that can be 
helpful in knowing where to 
start. 5. each neighborhood 
has a page that describes 
the feel and the mood as 
well as places to go out, etc 
5. for each building shows 
how many units, stories and 
the year that was built

1. overall includes most 
of the information 
nesecarry 2. has a 
good filtering system 3. 
website has a variety 
of services like sales, 
cars, second hand 
items, furniture, etc 4. 
includes apartments 
for multiple 
roommates page 
specifically

1. includes specific 
audience type like senior 
living, student housing, 
income restricted, etc

Weakness

Because the app has so many 
features, sometimes users might 
get lost while navigating through 
the app. The app is also very slow,

1. Users can't see how the community looks 
like, or what are the commute methods. 
2. They can't see all places at once, in the 
map view. Nor could they change some of 
the preferences and see then immediate 
feedbacks. 
3. gvies user very general information about 
the housing, its location. Mostly is if it fits 
their expectation

1. there is fewer housing 
options because users 
are the ones who 
generate information. 
2. users can only filter the 
selections via 4 options 

1. Recommendations are 
probably ranked by the the 
amount of ad money by 
large apartment.     2. info 
about neibourhood is very 
limited and also located 
and the very bottom of the 
page

1. No 
recommendation 
based on personal 
preference   2. No VR 
view of the space

1. didn't list all unit info  
(floor plan, availability...)

1. no neighbourhood info    2. 
no comparison  3. info shows 
on map and left side is too 
little (in the map view)

1. restricted only to areas in 
New York and New Jersey. 2. 
Filter feature is hidden (small 
text "Advanced Options". 2. 
not all listing apartments 
have the same data and 
features (like about the 
neighborhood)

1. only in Hebrew 2. 
lack of hierarchy and 
very unorganized

1. can check availability 
only by sending a 
message to the lanlord

Filter

location
price
rental terms
rent the whole place / share with 
others
home type (apartment, townhouse, 
etc.)
room type
facing direction
accessible
carpet
dishwasher
furnished
garage
bargage disposal
air conditioning
balcony/deck/patio
bathtub
bbq/grill
business center
gym
granite counters
Laundry (in-unit or on-site)
hot tub
hardwood floors
parking
pool
stainless steel
verified
walk-in closet
washer/dryer connections
pet-friendly
elevator 
broker
moving date 
highlights
VR show house
Storage Available
Smoke-free
Fireplace
Loft
Status (ex. exclude in-contract 
listings)
Nearby transit lines
High ceiling
Square feet
Number of bathrooms

Sort By latest 
price 

Other 
Features 

see sournding/neighborhood 
communte (show bus stops and 
subways), education, health center, 
market, entertainment, brokers. Also 
have the 360 viers.

It has the info but not too 
much, doesn't really 
helpful

Very little info Has a little bit of info 
from people who live 
there

set common location to see 
communte time 

location, communte length with/without 
traffic, commute type(drive, transit, bike), 

They can also view 
commute time on rush 
hour or off peak time

forum 
it has a forum for people to ask or 
save interested questions. 
Porofesionals or other users can 
answer the questions. 

moving services
call the agent They can call leasing office Can ask questions Can contact Can contact

talk to an agent online They can send messages 
and wait for reply

Real agent showing the place virtually
schedule an appointment for visit
save the place 

compare
Gives you a sense of the 
price compared ito the 
average price in the area

send a message to the person who is renting
send a message to the broker
cleaning services
Publish a post to find a roommate
share the place to social media
Data Dashbboard
Good deals page
Resources, tips, and advice
Sign up for latest posts notifications 
via email
Star rates on neighborhood by 
residents in the area
map drawing feature to find 
apartments in the area


